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Radial veloities analysis based on high-resolution spetra, obtained in the Hα region and low resolution
spetra obtained in the region 4420-4960Å together with radial veloities, taken from other published soures
allow us to alulate orbital parameters of the massive binary system V622 Per. It is shown that the system
has an orbital period 5.214(29) days, T0 = 2450661(4) and is a post mass transfer binary. From light urve
analysis of the ellipsoidal variability we obtained inlination angle of the system and temperature of the
omponents. Luminosity ration of the omponents was found of about 4:1. Teff and log g were estimated
for eah omponent. It is shown that primary, less massive but more bright star, is an evolved objet that
has lost large part of its mass during the evolution. Estimations of hemial omposition of the primary show
notieable enrihment by produts of the CNO yles. E.g. He/H reahes 0.18, nitrogen is in exess of about
0.5 dex, arbon has low abundanes (by 2-3 dex lower) and oxygen has 1 dex lower than solar abundane.
The possible evolution of the binary with the known age 14 Myrs is disussed.
Introdution
Theory of the stellar evolution provides a desription of the interior struture and the observable properties
of a star given initial mass and hemial omposition as a funtion of age. Signiant progress has been
made during reent years in understanding the physial proesses that govern the struture and evolution
of stars. Evolutional models are improving and the main diretion of modeling is to aount for evolution
parameters of onservation system on the one hand and exhange by angular momentum on the other hand.
The lose binaries are powerful tools for testing stellar struture and evolution models, sine the funda-
mental properties of the omponents (masses, radii, luminosities, et.) an be aurately determined from
the observations. These systems in young open lusters provide a way of nding the age, distane, aurate
masses, radii and hemial omposition, making a good disriminating test of the physial ingredients of
theoretial models. Presenes of massive interating binaries in open stellar lusters is the useful tools for
understanding of short-lived phases of their evolution. Suh stars are rare and eah of them requires detail
analysis.
During the studying of the hot B stars in young open lusters h/χ Per we found and analyzed binary
system V622 Per. The star may be a good indiator to verify the theories of evolution. Early spetral type
of the star B2III [11℄, relatively short orbital period ∼5.2
d
[10℄, presene of emission details in the spetrum
and unusual hemial omposition of the atmosphere [13℄ mean that the star is an interating binary with
unknown evolutional status, but loated in the open stellar luster χ Per of the known age.
From available data as well as those given in literature we have alulated orbit, period, temperature,
gravity, rotational veloities. We also have estimated hemial omposition of the omponents.
Observations and data redution
The spetrosopi observations of V622 Per were arried out over four years from 1997 to 2000 as a part
of studying emission spetrum of the Be stars in the young double open luster h and χPer (NGC 869 and
NGC 884). We used the Coudé fous of the 2.6-m telesope of the Crimean Astrophysial Observatory. The
spetral resolution was about 30000. The signal-to-noise ratio was ∼100. A total of 8 spetra were obtained
in the Hα line region and one in the region of the HeIλ 6678Å line.
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Additionally, as a part of program of studying B and Be stars in the open stellar lusters, two medium
2.5Å resolution spetra were obtained in the Nasmyth fous of the same telesope. They over spetral
region between 4420-4960Å. The signal-to-noise ratio of these spetra was about 100.
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Figure 1: Hα line proles of V622 Per. On the right side
of eah spetrum JD and phase of the orbital period is
presented. Intensities of eah next spetrum are shifted
by 0.25.
Table 1: Orbital parameters of V622 Per based on
on radial veloity variability
Element Orbital solution
P (days) 5.21429±0.00008
Tconj.1 2450661.4±0.2
K1 (km s
−1
) 139±6
K2 (km s
−1
) 99±11
q 1.40±0.13
e 0.05±0.04
ω◦ 236±36
γ1 (km s
−1
) -44±3
γ2 (km s
−1
) 12±11
fM (M⊙) 1.46
M1sin
3i (M⊙) 3.0
M2sin
3i (M⊙) 4.3
a1sin i (R⊙) 14.3
a2sin i (R⊙) 10.2
No. of spetra 11 spetrograms
and 3 veloities from [7, 8℄
Radial veloity (RV) and equivalent width (EW) of the eight Hα, one HeIλ 6678Å and two medium
resolution Nasmyth spetra were obtained. As it is seen from Fig.1, Hα line has omplex prole and it is
variable in the time domain. The most pronouned omponent is a sharp absorption line with large amplitude
of RV variation. The signatures of the broad absorption omponent are also seen on the most part of our
spetra. Additionally, some faint emission line is presented in the red or blue wings of the line, but some
spetra have no notieable emission or emission is hidden inside of the absorption prole.
The He Iλ 6678Å line prole an be seen in Fig.2. It has single-omponent line prole without notieable
emission and some faint signatures of the additional absorption omponent in the blue wing of the line.
The observed blue region of the spetra is presented in Fig.4. The Hβ line prole has no signs of emission
omponent on the both of our spetra. The weak absorption from the seondary is seen in the blue wing of
the line. As it seen from Fig.4, the red wing of the Hβ line has broad depression. It was found on all the
spetra of other members of h/χ Per luster, but absent in the spetra of the standard stars from the list
in work [9℄. It is assoiated with the interstellar absorption band with unknown identiation [5℄ and it has
a very broad, asymmetri feature. Aording to [5℄ the wings of the line extend shortward edge to at least
4870Å and longward to 4909Å . The deepest point is about 4882Å .
Radial veloities analysis and orbital solution
Aording to the rih BV photometry from the paper [10℄, V622Per is an ellipsoidal double system with
the orbital period Porb = 5.2
d
. The large fration of our RV measurements were obtained from the emission
Hα line. Pratially the same veloities of the He I and sharp omponent of the Hα lines, obtained in the
same night, and "in phase" variability of the radial veloities, obtained from the Nasmyth spetra, allow us
to onlude that sharp omponent of the Hα line mostly appears in the photosphere of the bright star and
an be with some aution used in solving orbit of V622Per. To onrm the value of orbital period derived in
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[10℄ we used our RV measurements together with the data, obtained in [7, 8℄. Periodogram analyses based on
nonparametri statistis (Laer-Kinman) were used for searhing possible orbital period from radial veloities
observations. Only one signiant period, lose to the value proposed in the work [10℄, was found.
In order to solve spetrosopi orbit we used the FOTEL ode [4℄. Obtained orbit solution is presented
in the Table 1 and its graphial equivalent is present in Fig.3. As it is seen from orbital solution, V622Per is
an evolved massive system with the less massive, but more bright primary omponent. It has near irular
orbit and low value of mass exhange.
Figure 2: Line prole of the He Iλ 6678Å line, obtained
at HJD = 2451094.577
Figure 3: Radial veloity variability with the phase of
orbital period. The lled symbols  orbital veloities of
the primary omponent, open symbols  RVs of the se-
ondary omponent. Filled irles  sharp omponent of
the Hα and the He Iλ 6678Å lines. Cirles  RVs derived
from the Hα line prole; squares  RVs, obtained from the
two Nasmyth spetra and the He Iλ 6678Å line; triangles
 RVs estimations from [7, 8℄ open triangle  ommited
observation [8℄
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Figure 4: Medium resolution spetra of V622 Per, obtained in the spetral region 4420-4960 Å together with the spetra of
two omparison stars HR6787 from list in [9℄ and member of χ Per luster Oo2262. The alulated syntheti spetrum is also
shown. Positions of stellar spetral lines with estimated abundanes is present together with interstellar lines (IS). The dashed
lines in the region of the blue wing of the Hβ line are removed interstellar band.
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Physial parameters and hemial omposition of the omponents
We also used BV photometry data from [10℄ to perform light urve analysis. Aording to alulation
by Yakut (private ommuniation) V622Per is an ellipsoidal double system, with older primary omponent
(T1= 21000K) and hotter seondary (T2= 24000K). Inlination angle of the system i = 43
◦.7 ± 2◦.9 was
found by Yakut.
Radial veloities and photometrial variability due to ellipsoidality of the omponents allowed us to obtain
most of the main physial parameters of the double system with exeption of the radius of the omponents.
The next step of our analysis was to onstrain a model of atmosphere of the omponents with the goal to
estimate hemial omposition at least of more luminous star.
The temperature Teff of the omponents were found from the light urve analysis. Next pair of parameters
log g1 and log g2 of the omponents an be found from the equivalent width of the Hβ line, but only in
assumption that gravity one of the omponents is taken elsewhere. We had to aept that the less luminous
omponent is still an undeveloped star whose position on H-R diagram is lose to the main sequene with
log g = 4.0. Then, using luminosity ratio of the omponents 4:1 and photometry index [1℄ and β (took from
[2℄ and [3℄), we found that observed EW of the Hβ line had satised approximation with log g1 = 3.0± 0.5.
The last step of our analyses was the determination of the abundanes of the elements of CNO yle. We
used the LTE line blanketing model from [6℄ for solar abundanes with the line formation problem solved
by [12℄ in the program SyntV for nding the basi parameters of the atmosphere of the ool omponent of
V622 Per and estimation of the hemial omposition.
The syntheti spetra were alulate with the parameters of atmosphere eah of the omponent taken
from our data (T1 = 21000K, log g1= 3.0, T2 = 24000K log g2= 4.0, V sin i= 60 km s
−1
, Vturb= 10 km s
−1
).
From analysis of syntheti spetrum we have found that CNO abundanes of V622 Per are far from solar.
Nitrogen lines demonstrate overabundane in omparing to the normal solar abundane. Oxygen abundane
is notieable lower to solar. And even on height-resolution spetra in the Hα region we an not see presene
of the C II doublet at the λ6578Å and λ6582Å . The deieny of arbon is presented in the atmosphere of
the both of omponents and should be at least 2-3 dex.
Quality of our data allowed us to obtain only estimations of hemial omposition. Abundane of helium
He/H is 0.18, exess of nitrogen is ∼ 0.5 dex and deieny of oxygen are about 1 dex in omparison to solar
abundanes.
The hemial omposition of V622 Per is near similar with the omposition of β Lyr - well know massive
interating binary with Porb= 12.9 days. In work [1℄ obtained large He enrihment, extreme nitrogen over-
abundant and very underabundant oxygen and arbon. Carbon lines, the same as in the ase of V622 Per,
were not found in the atmosphere of the primary omponent.
Conlusions
Relatively short orbital period after ative mass exhange in V622Per allow us to onlude that it is type
a massive interating binary with the masses of the omponent M1= 9.0M⊙ and M2= 12.8M⊙ . The less
massive evolved primary leave main sequene and it is on the way to the red giants stars.
Thereby we have researhed massive binary system V622 Per with well know age at 14 million year, V =
9.25, period 5.213
d
. We found temperature angular momentum, gravity, masses and estimated the hemial
omposition of the rst omponent.
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